
Geography Toolkit

Our Vision & Rationale

At St. Mark’s CofE Primary school, we want all our pupils to develop their curiosity and love for the incredible world around them, understanding their role and responsibilities as a global citizen.

Children are encouraged to consider our current climate issues and how they, as the next generation, have a crucial part to play in bringing hope for the future. Through studying the human and

physical characteristics of their local community and others around the world, children will develop their geographical knowledge, understanding and vocabulary. They will have opportunities to

apply a range of geographical skills to help them explore, question and investigate the planet.

An effective geographer

Develops geographical

enquiry by asking

relevant questions,

collecting & analysing

data & drawing

conclusions.

Understands our outdoor

environment by using

fieldwork skills to

investigate problems and

develop solutions.

Develops their own

personal geographies to

help them understand

the human & physical

geography of their own

communities & those

further afield.

Understands spatial

awareness in and about

the environment which

develops their sense of

place and space in the

world at a range of

scales.

Develops the skill of

being able to decode,

interpret, comprehend

and analyse information

and messages from

maps.

Use technology to enrich

their understanding of

the world around them

at all scales, engaging

and encouraging their

natural curiosity.

Understands the

potential of their role

and the impact they

might have through their

actions and interests.

These learning behaviours are particularly

helpful in becoming an effective geographer:

Purpose of study

A high-quality geography education should inspire in pupils a curiosity and fascination about the world and its people that will remain with them for the rest of their lives. Teaching should equip

pupils with knowledge about diverse places, people, resources and natural and human environments, together with a deep understanding of the Earth’s key physical and human processes. As

pupils progress, their growing knowledge about the world should help them to deepen their understanding of the interaction between physical and human processes, and of the formation and

use of landscapes and environments. Geographical knowledge, understanding and skills provide the frameworks and approaches that explain how the Earth’s features at different scales are

shaped, interconnected and change over time.

Access for all

Children identified with additional needs in specific areas of Geography will receive support from adults to complete the tasks. As the focus on the Geography units is largely discussion based

with fieldwork opportunities, all children, regardless of their literacy/maths ability will be able to access the learning. A variety of tasks are completed with only some of these having written

elements. Teachers will consider support needed for the children in their class, and this will continue to be a consideration throughout the School. Unit based assessments will indicate areas

individual children across the cohort will need support on, to ensure they can access the learning in the next Year Group.



Inclusion for all

In Geography, we ensure that all pupils have a sense of achievement and can celebrate the different cultures as children compare and contrast their lives with others around the world. the

children are encouraged to approach learning of others’ lives with an open mind to ensure stereotypes are addressed. Wherever possible, children’s own life experiences are optimised within

the classroom, for example, EAL children teaching their first language to others. Within Geography lessons, Christian values and HeartSmart principles promote respect for all. We encourage an

ethos at St Marks where all pupils are included, valued and encouraged.

Geography in Early Years

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

It’s good to be me
Starting school
My new class

Our similarities and
differences/

Our likes and dislikes
My life so far

How have I changed?
My family including pets

What am I good at?
Little Red Hen - Harvest

Terrific Tales
Traditional Tales

Familiar tales
Family favourites
Nursery Rhymes

The Nativity
Christmas

People Who Help Us
Careers
Police

Fire Service
Ambulance service

Vets
Doctors
Dentists

Road Safety
Emergency Vehicles
Chinese New Year

Spring to Life!
Down on the Farm

Dinosaurs – who was Mary
Anning?

Minibeasts
Life cycles (chicks, frogs,

butterflies)
Signs of Spring

Easter – new life, eggs and
chicks

What An Adventure!
Up, Up and Away

United Kingdom – castles –
Who lived in a castle?
The Amazon - Jungle

Africa
Compare and contrast –
environments, animals,

homes and people

What An Adventure!
Jungle
Ocean

Space – Who was Neil
Armstrong?

Under the sea
Where in the world have we

been?
Off on holiday

Send me a postcard!

Seasonal changes throughout the year.

3-4 year olds:
Understanding the World

● Know that there are different countries in the world and

talk about the differences they have experienced or seen

in photos.

● Begin to understand the need to respect and care for the

natural environment and all living things.

Reception:
Understanding the World

● Draw information from a simple map.

● Understand that some places are special to members of

their community.

● Recognise some similarities and differences between life

in this country and life in other countries.

● Recognise some environments that are different to the

one in which they live.

● Understand the effect of changing seasons on the

natural world around them.

Early learning goal:
Understanding the World/People Culture and Communities

● Describe their immediate environment using knowledge

from observation, discussion, stories, non-fiction texts and

maps.

● Know some similarities and differences between different

religious and cultural communities in this country, drawing

on their experiences and what has been read in class.

● Explain some similarities and differences between life in

this country and life in other countries, drawing on

knowledge from stories, non-fiction texts and – when

appropriate – maps.



Key Skills:
● Develop an awareness of their local environment.
● Develop an awareness of seasonal changes and weather.
● Talk about similarities and differences between their local environment and other areas of the world.
● Compare animals from a jungle to those on a farm.
● Use bee-bots on simple maps. Encourage the children to use navigational language.

Key Vocabulary:

world country map globe local seasons weather hot

cold sea path road park house shop farm

town city hill beach castle jungle



Locational

Knowledge

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
- NC: Name and locate the world’s seven continents and five oceans

Know: the 7 continents, the 5 oceans, the terms continent, ocean,

sea

- NC: Name, locate and identify characteristics of the four countries

and capital cities of the United Kingdom and its surrounding seas

Know: four countries of the UK, capital cities of the UK, UK

surrounding seas, UK main rivers,  mountain ranges, climate,

landmarks

- NC: Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe (including the location of Russia) and North and South America,

concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, countries, and major cities

Know: location of countries including Russia and N and S, America, some environmental regions, physical and human characteristics, some

major cities

- NC: name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom, geographical regions and their identifying human and physical

characteristics, key topographical features (including hills, mountains, coasts and rivers), and land-use patterns; and understand how some

of these aspects have changed over time

Know: continents, oceans UK counties, UK cities, main UK hills and mountains, coastal regions, main UK rivers, land use patterns

- NC: identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer

and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including day and night)

Know: significance of longitude and latitude, characteristics of N and S Hemisphere (different land mass, ocean and seas, populations,

people, weather patterns), time zones

Autumn 2 – Polar

Explorers

Name and locate all
seven of the world’s
continents (Africa,
Antarctica, Asia, Europe,
North America, South
America, Oceania) and
three of the world’s
oceans (Arctic Ocean,
Atlantic and Southern
Ocean)

Summer 2 – Into the

Woods

Locate the UK on a map
and globe and discuss its
relation to the equator

Autumn 1 – Beauty on my
doorstep
Name and locate the world’s
seven continents (Africa,
Antarctica, Asia, Europe, North
America, South America,
Oceania)  and five oceans
(Arctic, Atlantic, Pacific, Indian,
Southern)

Summer 1 – Our amazing world
Name and locate England,
Northern Island, Scotland and
Wales, their capital cities and
surrounding seas.

Spring 1 – Gateway to the

world

Recap continents and
oceans.
Name and locate
Southampton and its human
and physical characteristics,
key topographical features
(coasts and rivers), and
land-use patterns; and
understand how some of
these aspects have changed
over time

Summer 1 – Nurturing

Nature

Locate Hampshire and the
local area (Basingstoke)
using key vocabulary
including its position within
the UK, bordering counties

and seas.

Autumn 2 – Raging Rivers

Locate key rivers in the UK

Locate Europe and the UK

Locate the UK using key

vocabulary including its

position within Europe,

bordering countries and

oceans.

Spring 2 – Simba’s UK
Roadtrip
Recap continents and
oceans.
Locate the UK using key
vocabulary including its
position within Europe,
bordering countries and
oceans.
Locate key topographical

features of the UK

(including hills, mountains,

coasts and rivers), and

land-use patterns; and

understand how some of

these aspects have

changed over time

Autumn 2 – Globe Trotting

around North America

Recap continents and

oceans

Locate different biomes in

North AMerica

Locate different countries

in North America

Spring 1 – European

Identities

Identify continents and

oceans bordering Europe

Locate France and

bordering countries

Autumn 1 – Ola Brazil!

Recap continents and oceans.

Use maps and atlases to locate

the continent South America

and the country Brazil.

Identify the countries

bordering Brazil.

Locate Brazil’s environmental

regions, key physical and

human features, and major

cities.

Locate the Amazon rainforest

using maps and focus key

physical and human

characteristics.

Spring 1 – Frozen Kingdoms

Recap continents and oceans.

Use maps and atlases to locate

places around the world which

are major suppliers of natural

resources..

Use digimaps to locate and

calculate distances from places

around the world.



Summer 1 - Quivers,

Quakes, Eruptions and

Shakes

Locate major volcanic areas

around the world

Locate Mount Vesuvius

USe tectonic maps to find

key volcanoes

Place knowledge

‘What a place is

like’

CBEEBIES – Where

in the World?

Gilbert White’s

home and gardens

– Arctic day (visit

website!)

Year 1 Year 2 Year3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

- NC: understand geographical similarities and differences

through studying the human and physical geography of a small

area of the United Kingdom, and of a small area in a contrasting

non-European country

Know: terms - physical and human (landscape, climate,

buildings), terms - similar, different, in common

- NC: understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region of the United
Kingdom, a region in a European country, and a region within North or South America
Know: terms – physical geography (landscape, climate), and human geography (buildings, jobs) in a UK region, a European region, N

America region and a S America region

Autumn 2 – Polar

Explorers

Discuss similarities and
differences between their
lives and those living in the
polar regions.
Identify human and
physical features of the
polar regions and make
comparisons to their local
environment.

Summer 2 – Into the

Woods

Identify key human and
physical features in and
around the school and
make comparisons with
another school.

Summer 1 – Our amazing
world
Understand the similarities
and differences of the human
and physical geography

between their local area and
the rural Ngorongoro region of
northern Tanzania

Spring 1 – Gateway to the

world

Study of human and physical

geography of a region of the

United Kingdom

(Southampton)

Summer 1 – Nurturing

Nature

Study of human and physical

geography of a region of the

United Kingdom

(Basingstoke/Hampshire)

Autumn 2 – Raging Rivers

Study of human and physical

features along the River Tees

Identify physical features of

a local river

Spring 2 – Simba’s UK
Roadtrip
Study of key human and

physical features of each

country in the United

Kingdom

Summer 1 - Quivers,

Quakes, Eruptions and

Shakes

Study of life near a volcano

Study of Nepal

Autumn 2 – Globe Trotting

around North America

Compare North American

countries with the UK

Compare physical features of

key North American places

Spring 1 – European

Identities

Study of La Plagne - human

and physical features

Study of the climate in La

Plagne

Study economy of La Plagne

Autumn 1 – Ola Brazil!

Understand geographical

similarities and differences

through the study of:

- human and physical

geography of Brazil

- the climate and

environmental regions in

Brazil.

- urban and rural areas in

Brazil

- human and physical

geography of the Amazon

rainforest

Spring 1 – Frozen Kingdoms

Study of human and physical

features of Antarctica



Human and

physical

‘the geographic

content or matter.

This should always

be taught in the

context of a real

place locally

and/or globally’

- NC: identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United

Kingdom and the location of hot and cold areas of the world in

relation to the Equator and the North and South Poles

Know: weather patterns, seasonal changes in the weather in

the UK, hot and cold areas in relation to N & S Poles

- NC: use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to:

key physical features, including: beach, cliff, coast, forest, hill,

mountain, sea, ocean, river, soil, valley, vegetation, season,

weather

key human features, including: city, town, village, factory, farm,

house, office, port, harbour, shop

Know: human geographical vocabulary, physical geographical

vocabulary

- NC: describe and understand key aspects of: physical geography including: climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers,
mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes, and the water cycle
Can explain: physical geographical vocabulary -  climate zones (weather and climate), vegetation belts (plant life in an area), river
processes and water cycle (vocabulary, processes, change over time) mountain ranges (UK, world) volcanic activity (causes, effects),
earthquakes (processes, impact, reasons, conclusions)

- NC: describe and understand key aspects of: human geography including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including
trade links, and the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water
Can explain: human geographical vocabulary - settlement (land use, patterns, change), trade links (food, solutions, ethical trade), energy
(renewable and non-renewable) minerals and water distribution

Recognise different
weathers that happen
during the different
seasons. Children to record
and discuss changes and
patterns they recognise.
(throughout year)

Autumn 2 – Polar

Explorers

Locate the North Pole,
South Pole, Equator and
Europe on a map/globe
and discuss the relation
between temperature and
location to the equator.
Children use basic
vocabulary to refer to key
physical and human
features when making
comparisons

Summer 2 – Into the

Woods

Identify key human and
physical features in and
around the school and
make comparisons with
another school

Children can build on previous
observations on weather
during the different seasons.
Children to record and discuss
changes and patterns they
recognise. (Throughout the
year)

Autumn 1 – Beauty on my
doorstep
Identify key human and
physical features in and
around the local area

Summer 1 – Our amazing
world
Identify human and physical
features of Tanzania.
Find out about the weather
and climate of the rural
Ngorongoro  region of
northern Tanzania.

Spring 1 – Gateway to the

world

Human geography: types of

settlement, land use and

economic activity

Summer 1 – Nurturing

Nature

Human geography: types of

settlement and land use

Autumn 2 – Raging Rivers

Describe and understand key

aspects of: physical geography

including: rivers, waterfalls and

the water cycle.

Spring 2 – Simba’s UK

Roadtrip

Sort UK landmarks into

physical and human

features.

Summer 1 - Quivers,

Quakes, Eruptions and

Shakes

Study of volcanic activity

(causes and effects)

Study of earthquakes

(processes, impact, reasons

and conclusions)

Autumn 2 – Globe Trotting

around North America

Describe how population

density has changed over

time in North America

Compare different climate

zones in North America

Spring 1 – European

Identities

Study of La Plagne - human

and physical features

Study of the climate in La

Plagne

Study economy of La Plagne

Autumn 1 – Ola Brazil!

Describe and understand the

key aspects of physical

geography, including: biomes

and vegetation belts, rivers

and mountains, climate

zones

Describe and understand the

key aspects of human

geography including types of

settlement and land use,

services, economic activity,

and the distribution of

natural resources including

energy, food, minerals and

water.

Spring 1 – Frozen Kingdoms

Describe and understand the

key aspects of human

geography including types of

settlement and land use,

services, economic activity,

and the distribution of

natural resources including

energy, food, minerals and

water.



SKILLS

Enquiry, mapping,

fieldwork, critical

thinking,

vocabulary

‘Almost all of the

skills should be

present in each

topic and pupils

should be carrying

out fieldwork at

least once a year’

- NC: use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United
Kingdom and its countries, as well as the countries, continents
and oceans studied at this key stage.
Can use: world maps, globes, atlases

- NC: use simple compass directions (North, South, East and
West) and locational and directional language [for example,
near and far; left and right], to describe the location of features
and routes on a map
Can use: near, far, left, right, in front of, behind, compasses with
N,S,E,W, routes

- NC: use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise
landmarks and basic human and physical features; devise a
simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key
Can use: aerial photographs (satellite images) oblique and
vertical, outline map, symbols and a key

- NC: use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the
geography of their school and its grounds and the key human
and physical features of its surrounding environment
Can use: tally data in the field, first hand observation

- NC: use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied

Can use: maps (political, physical), OS maps. Atlases, GIS

- NC: use the eight points of a compass, four and six figure grid references (four in year 3/4, six in year5/6), symbols and key (including the

use of OS maps) to build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world

Can use: compasses (8 points), 6 figure grid references, keys, scale and symbols, latitude and longitude on atlas maps

- NC: use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features in the local area using a range of methods,

including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies.

Can use: contour maps, field sketches, field notes, climate graphs, tally charts, bar charts, pie charts, line graphs

Autumn 2 – Polar

Explorers

Use maps and globes to
name and locate all seven
continents and three
oceans (Arctic, Atlantic
and Southern)
Use simple compass
directions and directional
language to describe the
location of these places
in relation to the equator.
Children use aerial
photographs and maps
and create simple
symbols and a key.

Summer 2 – Into the

Woods

Use maps and globes to
name and locate the UK
and Basingstoke.
Use simple compass
directions and directional
language to describe the
location of the UK and
Basingstoke.

Autumn 1 – Beauty on my
doorstep
Use world maps, atlases and
globes to identify the United
Kingdom and its countries, as
well as the countries, continents
and oceans studied at this key

stage.
Use aerial photographs and plan
perspectives to recognise
landmarks and basic human and
physical features; devise a
simple map; and use and
construct basic symbols in a key.
Use simple fieldwork and
observational skills to study the
geography of their school and
its grounds and the key human
and physical features of its
surrounding environment.

Summer 1 – Our amazing world
Use world maps, atlases and
globes to identify the United
Kingdom and its countries, as
well as the countries, continents
and oceans studied at this key
stage (Tanzania).

Spring 1 – Gateway to the
world
Children plot and plan a
journey from their school to
Southampton.
Children read maps to
identify Southampton’s key
physical and human
characteristics.
Children carry out virtual
fieldwork to explore St
Mary’s and Lordswood to
gather evidence about how
diverse the areas are in
terms of shops and people.
Children locate
Southampton airport and
docks on a map of the world
and discuss which
continents and countries are
close by and most likely to
be connected to them.

Summer 1 – Nurturing

Nature

Read maps to find out more

about Hampshire and local

area’s environmental

Autumn 2 – Raging Rivers

Understand and use 4

figure and 6 figure grid

references

Spring 2 – Simba’s UK
Roadtrip
Use a map of the school to
go on a hunt and collect
different jigsaw pieces.
Use the eight points of a
compass to describe
locations of Northern
Ireland, Wales, Scotland
and England within the UK.
Use the eight points of a
compass to explain their
route around the UK.
Use the maps they have
created to consider the
best route for the trip

Summer 1 - Quivers,

Quakes, Eruptions and

Shakes

Autumn 2 – Globe Trotting

around North America

Spring 1 – European

Identities

Plot a journey to France

Create climate graphs of La

Plagne

Create climate graph of the

local area and use it to

compare

Autumn 1 – Ola Brazil!

Use maps, atlases, globes and
digital/computer mapping to
locate Brazil and surrounding
countries and oceans; describe
features studied.
Use climate data to create
climate graphs for a range of
environmental regions in Brazil.
Using the climate data and
graphs, compare Brazil’s
climate with the UK.
Optional: use ICT to create
climate Graphs.
Use maps and digital/computer
mapping to locate urban and
rural areas and describe
features.
Use information on the
Rochinha favela and Barra da
Tijuna to create a Venn diagram
highlighting similarities and
differences between these two
areas of Rio de Janeiro.
Research the Amazon rainforest
and Awa tribe.
Use maps to locate cities,
beaches, mountains and the



Create a map of their
journey into school using
a simple key

Use aerial photographs and plan
perspectives to recognise
landmarks and basic human and
physical features.

regions, key physical and

human characteristics and

major cities.

Describe the pattern of

features they have identified

using the group points of

compass.

Recap of four and 6 figure

grid references

Amazon rainforest in Brazil and
describe features studied.

Spring 1 – Frozen Kingdoms

Use maps to locate major

suppliers of natural resources

around the world

Use digital mapping to

calculate distance between two

countries


